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Implementation Plan Brief
The anticipated scope of the work required to carry out the Implementation Plan was set out in
Argyll and Bute Council’s Tender for Professional Services (return date 24 September 2009). In
summary specific work required was stipulated:
x Consider the project, as laid out in the approved option, and its individual
components – identify relevant strategies covering the development area,
complementary local projects and initiatives, planning decisions, key
stakeholders, including Historic Scotland regarding the listed pier
structure, landownership, funding issues, priorities and actions for
partners.
x Due to the scale and longer-term nature of this project, it will be
necessary to break the components of the project down into three clearly
defined and deliverable phases with phase one being the focus for the
Council’s initial strategic investment. This will result in the development of
a clear delivery plan, including a spatial plan, relating to the physical
components of the Dunoon Waterfront project each of which will stand
alone in their own right.
x The first phase of development should be a solid platform on which to
build the subsequent longer-term phases of the wider project and should
act as a significant catalyst for the economic regeneration of Dunoon.
x Identify the interrelationships between the different components and
phases of the project, the importance of these including timeframes and
financial implications.
x Investigate the different options associated with each of the components
and map out the implications arising from each of these options and the
impact they will have on the overall project. External factors will require to
be considered such as the EC investigation into the Dunoon – Gourock
ferry service and the outcome of a recent Town Centre Regeneration
Fund (TCRF) bid.
x Set out the processes, approaches and partnerships to deliver the project
over its lifetime covering all three phases (with particular emphasis on
phase one), including: potential private partners, the financial resources
required both public and private and the methods for evaluating success.
x If there is strong and compelling evidence to demonstrate that aspects of
the delivery of the approved option are not considered feasible due to,

e.g. market conditions, technical feasibility, planning, listed building
issues or funding, there will be a need to consider the project and its
component parts and identify an option(s) that would be feasible and
would achieve the stated CHORD objectives.

In addition with reference to the Project Deliverables and/or Desired Outcomes from the Project
Initiation Documentation, the following were highlighted as the Target Actions and Programme:
Implementation Plan
Stage
Milestone/ Product/ Activity
1
Review existing information as laid out in the approved
option, and its individual component parts
2
Break down the components of the project into three
clearly defined and deliverable phases. i.e. .production
of a delivery plan including a spatial plan
2a
Identify the interrelationships between the different
components and phases of the project, the importance
of these including timeframes and financial implications.
2b
Investigate the different options associated with each of
the components and map out the implications arising
from each of these options and the impact they will have
on the overall project
3
Set out the processes, approaches and partnerships to
deliver the project over its lifetime covering all three
phases (with particular emphasis on phase one).
4
If necessary identify option(s) that would be feasible and
would achieve the stated CHORD objectives
5
Draft implementation plan
6
Conclusion of implementation plan

1C

Target Date
October 2009

December 2009

January 2010
………….
Mid February 2010
31 March 2010

Implementation Plan Methodology

In summary the Implementation Plan Methodology was agreed as:
STAGE 1 - Context and Option Analysis
Review of the existing information relative to the approved option, including background
documentation and consultation with relevant stakeholders. Identifying any keen missing
information required for Option/Individual Component Testing.
STAGE 2 -– Option/Individual Component Testing Brief Analysis
Broad brush testing of Components from viability perspective considering costs, buildablity,
impacts and likely threats to delivery.
STAGE 3 - Interim Report/Presentation - detailing findings and presenting Options for
Council consideration
Identifying the interrelationships between the different components and phases of the project,
the importance of these including timeframes and financial implications.
Investigating the different options associated with each of the components and mapping out the
implications arising from each of these options and the impact they will have on the overall
project
STAGE 4 – Draft Implementation Plan
Break down the components of the project into three clearly defined and deliverable phases.
i.e.. Production of a delivery plan including a spatial plan.
This to sSTAGE 4 - Options Appraisal et out the processes, approaches and partnerships to
deliver the project over its lifetime covering all three phases (with particular emphasis on phase
one).
or
If necessary identify option(s) that would be feasible and would achieve the stated CHORD
objectives

STAGE 5 – Final Spatial Master Plan Conclusion of Implementation Plan (31 March 2010)
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Stakeholder Consultee Meetings

12.11.09
19.11.09
02.12.09
09.12.09
11.12.09
18.12.09
18.12.09
22.12.09
21.01.10

22.02.10
22.02.10

Initial Stakeholder Consultation – KA and LC met with Dara Parson of Historic
Scotland and Richard Kerr, Argyll & Bute Council Planning dept
Design Team (Rowena Statt & Laura Coogan, ABC; Alan Richmond, Arup’s)
attended Dunoon CHORD Project Team meeting at Queens Hall
Briefing Meeting held with Moya Ingram re: Ferry Tender - Audrey Martin &
Karen Anderson
David McKenzie Issue of Specification for Architectural Competition –
supplements previous issue
Meeting with Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park and Scottish
Development International KA, AM, DB attending (Cairndow)
Meeting with David McKenzie & Karen Anderson (Glasgow)
Meeting with Martin Gorringe, Audrey Martin & Karen Anderson re Piers
(Glasgow)
Meeting with Cllr Marshall and Brian Chennel (Dunoon)
Client Meeting with Audrey Martin, KA and AR to discuss Pier Survey,
Infrastructure and forward strategy (Cairndow)
Discussion with Jim Anderson
Strategic Meeting with A+BC, SE, National Park to discuss marine gateway
Presentation of Initial findings to Robert Polock Shirley McLeod and Audrey
Martin

Key Consultees Considerations
1.0
Ferry Decision
A key component of the brief for this work was to take into account the potential impacts of the
current position of the town centre to town centre Ferry currently operated from the Pier at
Dunoon by Caledonian Macbrayne. This is currently out to tender, with a Government
commitment to subsidise passenger travel only, and it understood that a preferred operator will
be identified in late 2010.
The effects of this decision cannot be predicted at this point but the following options are
anticipated as having the following impacts.
x

a car and passenger ferry continues to operate from Dunoon Town Centre – this would
use the new Link Span and require the use of the proposed marshalling area. In
addition park and ride space would be required for commuting passengers.

x

a passenger only ferry operates from Dunoon Town centre - this would not require a
marshalling area but park and ride space would be required.

1.2
Historic Scotland
Discussion with Historic Scotland (Dara Parson of Historic Scotland and Richard Kerr, Argyll &
Bute Council Planning Department 12.11.09) confirmed that: x Any proposals within the vicinity of the castle would require their permission, as it is a
scheduled monument.
x Any proposal to demolish the Pier would require a robust report demonstrating the
economic benefit to Dunoon of demolishing the Pier in comparative analysis with a
proposal to repair and retain it. Any Application would receive scrutiny and testing
against these criteria.
x In addition HS cautioned that Dunoon Pier is viewed as an iconic structure at a National
level and its future prospects are presently monitored by the National Pier Association.
Any proposal to demolish it would receive attention and profile nationally and is likely to
galvnise a coalition of objection from Heritage and Amenity Groups.

Whilst it is not possible to accurately programme it, as it is entirely dependant on Historic
Scotland response times and detailed requirements, the application for consent to demolish the
pier would be time consuming and costly. We have scoped out a likely strategy below as
illustrative of a potential timescale, however more importantly the key issue is of convincing
Historic Scotland that there is an economic benefit to Dunoon in demolishing the Pier. This
could only be done if there is an alternative viable use for the site that brings economic benefit
over and above any proposal to repair and restore the Pier. Without this proof Historic Scotland
would take the view that the Pier should remain.
1. Carry out a detailed structural survey of the pier – structure and buildings. Weather
dependant 2-3 months.
2. Timber Testing and Proposals for Repair - 1-2 months
3. Report on condition and provide estimate of costs for repairs - 1 month
4. Establish a case that the demolition of the Pier brings economic benefit to Dunoon. This
would require a viable proposal for the site that could be costed and its economic
benefit measured. (allow 6 months)
Provided this case can be proved:5. Apply for Consent to Demolish 1 week
6. HS Consideration time - in which HS may instigate expert consideration of the
Council’s report and may question its conclusions and ask for further proving work. HS
may ask for alternative options to be considered for the Pier’s retention and for a
Conservation Management Plan to be submitted. The process is likely to be lengthy
and taking account of likely opposition to demolition could be drawn out. There is no
guarantee that HS will consent to demolition even following submission of all requested
additional information as this may not convince them of the argument for demolition.
(allow one year)
Taking account of the above and the position of the Pier in cultural heritage terms, the Council
should be mindful of the potential for damage to its reputation on a wider national platform
pursuing the Pier demolition may bring. It should also consider that if it does not receive
support from Historic Scotland to any case for demolition it risks damaging a relationship which
is key to other initiatives within Argyll and Bute.
1.3
National Park
Dunoon has been termed a key ‘Gateway’ to the National Park and in August 2006 the study
‘Dunoon and the National Park Gateway Strategic Development Framework and Action Plan’
was published and taken forward by Argyll and Bute Council, AIE and LLTNPA.
In the course of this work the Team has met on two occasions with these Partners and all
remain committed to this principle. LLTNPA is currently working with the Council in furtherance
of its objectives to increase the Coastal connectivity of the Park’s area by investing at Arrochar
and elsewhere. It views the coastal towns and villages on the Clyde Coast and Lochs as a
major asset to encourage visitor activity in the park and that investment in Dunoon could
enhance initiatives in its area at Ardentinny and Blairmore.
In addition, LLTNPA and its Partners are working with Edinburgh Botanical Gardens to take
forward the major development of Benmore Gardens as a National Arboretum. It is viewed that
this project has the potential to bring many more, and different profile, visitors to the area.
LLTNPA would like to see the development of Visitor Information and Orientation at Dunoon
and view that an attractively developed Dunoon would enhance and compliment the overall
‘offer’ to visitors to the park and elsewhere. The development of high quality all weather and
potential conference and performance facilities (as part of this brief) would clearly synchronise
with their objectives and aims.
Dunoon is understood to be a ‘Destination’ as well as a ‘Gateway’ and in this context the
Council’s Partners have confirmed their belief that the key development within the area that will
increase visitor numbers to Dunoon is the development of ‘resort’ type accommodation centred
around historic estates eg Cameron House or high quality lodge parks such as at Strathyre and
Ardgarten. The latter, independent, generally family, holidaying is proving increasingly popular

and is predicated on outdoor activity including cycling, walking and water sports. Coupled in the
longer term with the potential for smaller high quality ‘boutique’ type hotels in Dunoon itself
(identified by TRC refer 2.4.5) it is viewed that this would position Dunoon well in relation to
current and anticipated future trends in tourism.
1.4
Crown Estate
Discussion with the Crown Estate (Alex Adrian – 9.3.10) has confirmed that any proposals for
the foreshore or for land reclamation below the mean low tide line (check this) will require their
Coastal Unit’s permission. Notwithstanding Crown estate have two potential roles: x Grant Funding through their Stewardship roles and funds
x Investment through their Commercial role which is tasked with establishing Best Value
use of land that belongs to the Crown
Whilst it is not possible to confirm either at this early stage, a preliminary view is that Crown
Estate considers the Dunoon Waterfront project as a Regeneration Project and not an
investment opportunity. They are therefore highly unlikely to invest in any development
proposed. There may however be limited grant funding potential in the project dependent on its
nature. This should be further investigated when proposals are further developed.
1.5
Local Business Community, Local Councillors and Council Officers which are
focused, realistic and robust.
In addition the Implementation Plan Team have met with Councillors Simon and Marshall, and
David Mckenzie and Brian Chennell of Dunoon and Cowal Business Association. Who all
echoed their key understanding that Dunoon and Cowal needs to pro-actively ‘position itself’
nationally and internationally and halt what is seen as a significant and ongoing decline in
Dunoon’s economic fortunes.
To establish key background information on the existing Pier, Breakwater and Linkspan, Coal
Pier and Queens Hall, as well as the proposals in Option 4B meetings were held with officers
with these remits Arthur McCulloch, Neil Lecke, Martin Gorringe and Jim Anderson.
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Dunoon Waterfront Implementation Plan
Outline Engineering Appraisal of Preferred Option
1

General
Working under the leadership of Anderson Bell Christie Architects, Arup are part of a team
tasked with developing an implementation plan for the Dunoon Waterfront CHORD project.
The preferred option presented to the team at the start of the project is illustrated below:

The proposals comprise a number of major engineering works including:

2

•

The demolition of the existing listed timber pier

•

The reclamation of a large area of land in front of the existing coal jetty car park

•

The construction of a new harbour structure

•

The provision of pontoon berths for 40 boats as part of a transit marina

•

The construction of a Victorian Style pier building to replace the one on the pier

Outline Engineering Appraisal
2.1

Overview

The proposed re-configuration of the waterfront at Dunoon involves some very significant
maritime engineering work. To support our work on this project, Arup have reviewed a number
of technical documents and we understand that more information is to be made available
shortly.
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The general configuration of the proposed layout creates a sheltered harbour for berthing yachts
on pontoons a short distance from the esplanade. Boat access to the new harbour is
independent of the ferry access to the new pier to the south. It is not clear if it is envisaged that
the east outer wall of the new harbour would provide berthing opportunities for larger vessels.
Although it would seem that this could be accommodated there is maybe a question over the
need for this if the new pier is operating to the south. The large area of reclaimed land is shown
as offering the opportunity to construct a significant new building, which is understood to be
potentially a conference centre/hotel facility.
Our general view of the proposals are that they provide a fully enclosed and well sheltered
harbour. However, they will require a very large capital investment to create only forty transit
berths which may only be occupied for a few months of the year. Some of that expenditure
could be avoided by not reclaiming the land to the north as it may be that the proposed harbour
configuration alone could provide sufficient shelter to the pontoon berths from wave attack from
the east north east.
A further reconfiguration and larger saving could be achieved by reversing the harbour
alignment and probably removing the “hook” pier return. Protection to the berths would provided
by the new pier to the south and the harbour itself to the east north east. Although this would
mean that yachts and ferries would share the entrance to the harbour, this is not seen as a
significant constraint for the operation of a small transit marina.
It is anticipated that further cost savings could be achieved by replacing the vertical sided
harbour structure with a simple rockfill revetment, with rock armour placed on the outside face to
protect the structure from wave attack and erosion. However, rockfill can trap floating debris
and the 4m tidal range would result in large areas of rockfill being exposed at low tide. This may
result in a solution which is less acceptable aesthetically than exposed steel vertical walls.
Finally, the proposed pontoon layout shows berths immediately adjacent to the new harbour
structure. These would be unpopular with yacht owners who would be concerned about security
as the layout gives easy access to the boats at their berths. A better arrangement would be to
create two 20 berth pontoons extending out into the water accessed from a single secure
access point on the quayside.
It would also appear that existing sea bed levels are such that there would be insufficient draft
for even small yacht access at periods of low tide. Whilst this can be achieved by dredging the
area, depending on the detailed design of the harbour it is possible that sedimentation may
result in the need for maintenance dredging to maintain access.
Needs further consideration of wave and sedimentation report awaited from A&B Council
Each of the works proposed is considered in more detail in the following sections.
2.2

Pier Demolition

The condition of the pier is the subject of a separate area of work and is not considered here
other than it how it might affect the demolition of the pier.
The methodology for the demolition of the historic listed timber pier will be determined by the
need to operate safely in a maritime and tidal environment. Whilst access for land based plant
would appear to be feasible along the existing vehicle ramp, the ability of the remainder of the
structure to support demolition plant is questionable. In addition, it is unlikely that it will be
possible to satisfactorily prove that the structure will remain stable enough to support plant and
labour during the works. Hence, demolition using specialist floating plant is likely to be required.
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Another issue that will need to be considered carefully is the removal of the base of the timber
piles ie the embedded length. This will be important to ensure these are no obstructions left on
the sea bed which could hamper the operations of the transit marina at low tide.
Costs for this type of bespoke demolition of a historic marine structure are extremely difficult to
estimate but we consider these could be of the order of £300K - £400K. However, this is only a
best guess at this stage and we would strongly recommend that advice is sought from a
specialist demolition contractor on the budget costs for this element of the work.
2.3

Land Reclamation

The land reclamation covers an approximately triangular area of some 1.2ha to the east of the
existing coal jetty car park and to the north of the proposed new Harbour. The new land mass
will require to be protected from wave attack and this will be achieved by the construction of a
rock armoured revetment laid at a slope of 3H:1V as shown on the drawings. It is envisaged that
the land would be reclaimed by pushing out a rockfill bund along the alignment of the proposed
new edge and enclosing the area to be infilled behind. Rock armour would be placed on the
seaward facing slopes and the infill placed in the area behind displacing the water.
The cost of these works is affected by two principle unknowns; dredging and the source of infill
material.
There may be a need for dredging out soft sediment below the rockfill bund and the infill but
there is no site investigation information to assess if this is required. Given the configuration of
the existing coastline it is expected that there will be some sediment deposited in this area as it
moves north along the coastline.
There are a number of options for the approximately 90,000m³ of infill material behind the bund.
For example, the following options could be considered:
•

Free draining imported granular fill which can be placed underwater without further
need for treatment to achieve suitable density

•

Locally dredged sand (if available) placed hydraulically, displacing the water and
treated by vibro-compaction plant once above the water level

•

Inert, predominantly granular waste material such as demolition rubble and
construction arisings placed under water as landfilling subject to SEPA licence and
treated by surcharging

These are listed in order of decreasing cost and whilst the latter option could offer significant
cost savings, the method is dependent on the local supply of inert waste which is not expected
to provide the fill at a rate that would be viable for this type of redevelopment project.
Costs for maritime works of these nature are are difficult to estimate as they are highly
dependent on the contractor’s plant and methodology. However, Arup have undertaken an
outline costing exercise on this element of the scheme and estimate that costs would be of the
order of £7.5M to £8.0M. This assumes an average of 1m of dredging across the full area of
reclamation and that filling is by hydraulically placed sand as above. The estimate does not
include any allowance landscaping finishes or surfacing in the reclaimed area.
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Harbour Construction

The new harbour involves the construction of approximately 230m of vertical sided pier structure
which is generally 10m wide but is up to 20m wide in the return area at the end of the pier.
It is envisaged that this will be constructed using a “combi” steel pile “coffer dam” type wall,
which is anchored across the top. Soft material within the piled walls would be excavated out
and the wall structure then infilled with free draining granular fill and capped with a concrete
ground slab. Work would progress from the shore out along the line of the new harbour.
Rockfill and armouring would be placed along the south edge of the new pier as shown on the
proposed layout. It is assumed that this fill has been denoted in this area to attempt to regulate
the quality of the water surface in the berthing area of the new pier by eliminating wave
reflections from the nee vertical face.
Although these are recognised maritime construction techniques, as noted above costs for this
work are highly dependent on the contractor’s plant and methodology. However, our outline
costing exercise suggests that construction costs of the harbour would be of the order of £7.0M
to £7.5M.
Do Argyll & Bute Council have access to the construction costs for the new south linkspan pier
structure that could help benchmark marine pier construction costs in this area?!
2.5

Pontoon Berths

The new yacht berths would be constructed using traditional floating pontoons secured
horizontally by tubular steel sheet piles which will allow the pontoons to rise and fall with the tide.
Access would be via an articulated walkway from a single point of secure access on the
quayside.
As noted above, capital dredging works are likely to be required to provide
Arup have discussed the outline costs for the forty berth pontoon arrangement with a specialist
supplier and installer and also considered the likely costs of the capital dredging works. It is
envisaged that costs of this element of the project are thought to be in the region of £300K to
£350K.
2.6

“New Historic” Building

To be reviewed further re. feasibility of takedown and rebuild of existing listed pier structure
Costs to be discussed with Brown and Wallace
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DUNOON PIER – PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT
OUTLINE WORKSCOPE & FEE PROPOSAL
1.1

Proposal

The proposal involves a preliminary assessment of the existing Dunoon Pier, a listed timber
structure dating from the 1860’s.
1.2

Proposed Methodology

In preparing this proposal we have reviewed the available documentation on the current
condition of the pier. On the basis of the information available, we would not consider a full
detailed structural condition survey of the pier to be of value at this stage in the Dunoon CHORD
project. We propose to carry out a preliminary condition survey targeted on localised sections of
the pier structure, both above and below sea level. This should enable us to make an
assessment of whether a more detailed structural condition survey of the pier would be of value
to the CHORD project in the future.
It is important that the information gathered during the preliminary condition survey is robust and
representative to allow informed decisions to be made. To ensure this is achieved, we would
propose to have two of Arup’s specialist in-house engineers with particular experience of this
type of structure on site to undertake the condition survey. These staff would be:David Tresidder - Maritime Engineer and Qualified Commercial Diver
Aengus McGrogan – Timber Specialist and Structural Engineer
It’s worth noting that, prior to becoming a Structural Engineer, Aengus McGrogan trained as a
carpenter for 15 years working on detailed conservation work and new build frames for
prestigious projects nationwide. He has carried out timber surveys on National Trust and other
listed timber structures and is therefore well placed to advise on the condition and assessment
of Dunoon Pier.
Involving specialist engineers in the physical survey work ensures that the ongoing findings of
the survey can be assessed as it progresses and the scope altered as necessary to reflect the
findings on site. We would also propose that the preliminary structural analysis work will be
carried out by Aengus McGrogan and he will therefore have that knowledge and understanding
of the structure when undertaking the timber condition survey work.
Before carrying out the conditions survey it would be beneficial to have some indication of which
structural elements / connections will be subjected to the highest stresses under the likely future
load conditions. In order to do this we would propose to carry out an initial assessment of the
likely loadings on the structure and undertake some preliminary 2D analysis. For the purposes
of the preliminary analysis we have assumed at this stage that the pier will not be subject to
vessel berthing loads under future development proposals. Lateral loads on the structure will
therefore be limited to wind and wave loading.
1.3

Key Objectives

The key objectives of the Preliminary Assessment are to:•

Establish current loadings affecting the pier structure. Agree with the client on the
possible future uses of the pier and, from this, derive a likely loading scenario for
preliminary analysis.
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•

Carry out a preliminary 2D analysis of a typical structural frame subjected to the agreed
loading to determine which elements / connections are attracting the highest stresses
and provide an initial indication of the level of redundancy in the structure

•

Carry out a preliminary condition survey of a representative sample of the pier, including
dive survey and timber inspection.

•

Report on the findings of the condition survey and include a site plan showing study
area, measurements and photographs of structural elements.

•

Based on the preliminary analysis and condition survey, make an initial assessment of
the pier structure to determine whether further survey and intrusive investigation work
would be worthwhile.

•

Develop outline options for the pier in the context of the Dunoon Waterfront
Implementation Plan.

1.4

Proposed Workscope

The proposed workscope for the Preliminary Assessment is as follows:•

Review available information

•

Meeting on site with Martin Gorringe

•

Preliminary assessment of loadings affecting the pier structure

•

Preliminary 2D analysis of a typical frame; including establishing load cases and loading
combinations and sensitivity analysis

•

Establish key elements / connections for Condition Survey based on preliminary
analysis.

•

Preliminary Condition Survey of Pier Structure (including dive survey and timber
inspection)

•

Report on Assessment with Recommendations for Indicative Options for the Pier
Structure

•

Meeting to review Options

1.5

Fees and Costs

1.5.1

Assessment & Reporting Fees

Work Item
Assessment of Loads & Preliminary
Analysis of Structure
Report on Analysis & Survey
Preparation for and attendance at Meetings
Project Management
Expenses

£ 5,670
£ 5,515
£ 1,800
£ 1,570
£ 300

Total Fees

£14,855 (excluding VAT)

Cost
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Survey Costs

Work Item
Diver and Timber Survey (Arup Staff Costs)
Survey Boat and Dive Team (* estimated cost)
Expenses

Cost
£ 6,450
£ 5,000 *
£ 1,800

Total Cost Estimate

£13,250 (excluding VAT)

1.6

Assumptions & Clarifications
•

We have assumed that the previous Wave Modelling report (referred to in the “Dunoon
Pier Engineering Assessment Report” by Halcrow Group Limited, July 2001) will provide
data in a suitable format for us to convert into loads. Further work at an additional fee
will be required if this is not the case.

•

For the purposes of the preliminary analysis we have assumed at this stage that the pier
will not be subject to vessel berthing loads under future development proposals. Lateral
loads on the structure will therefore be limited to wind and wave loading and we have
not allowed for the derivation of vessel berthing loads.

•

The dive and boat surveys require a calm weather period and it will therefore be difficult
to guarantee a specific timescale for the survey.

•

For the condition survey costs we have allowed 2 days in the water for inspection work
and a further 3 days for planning, preparation, travel etc. Whilst every effort will be
made to mitigate delays due to weather it should be noted that these may result in an
increase in survey costs.

•

We have estimated a cost of £5,000 for the dive boat and crew for 2 days. These costs
will need to be confirmed with a local supplier on acceptance of this proposal.

1.7

Appointment
•

Should we be commissioned to undertake this assessment as a separate commission
to our role as sub-consultants to Anderson Bell Christie on the Dunoon Waterfront
Implementation Project, we would propose that our appointment be under the ACE
Standard Conditions of Engagement Short Form of Agreement (2002) with a suitably
completed Memorandum of Agreement incorporating this proposal.

•

For assessment work of this nature we would seek to agree a reasonable limit of liability
which is proportional to the fee. We therefore propose that the total liability of Arup
under or in connection with this commission whether in contract, delict (including
negligence) or for breach of statutory duty, shall not exceed £250,000 for this
Preliminary Structural Assessment.
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382 Great Western Road
GLASGOW
G4 9HT
19th February 2010
Dear Karen
DUNOON CHORD HOTEL AND MARINA PAPER
Please find enclosed a short paper outlining the hotel and marina markets, their
potential and recommendations for the future development.
Thank you very much for asking TRC to work with you on this short assignment.
Regards
Yours sincerely
(For and on behalf of Tourism Resources Company)

David G. Bullough
Associate Director
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INTRODUCTION
In 2008, Tourism Resources Company (TRC) prepared a supply and demand
audit of tourist accommodation stock on the Cowal Peninsula including
Dunoon. The following year in 2009, during the summer months, detailed
research and a development strategy was prepared for the sailing sector
throughout Scotland, this following on from a detailed sailing study for the
West Highlands which included the outer reaches of the Clyde. As a result of
this previous work TRC have up to date and relevant market data on both the
hotel and sailing markets of relevance to the Dunoon CHORD project and
comment below as follows:

1.1

Dunoon Hotel Sector ± An Overview
The serviced accommodation sector in the Dunoon area is extremely
fragile and demand is highly seasonal.
The hotel sector in the area is dominated by Dunoon which has 46% of
the total accommodation stock of the Peninsula;
In recent years there has been a decline and closures in the hotel stock
of some 415 rooms ± estimate as at 2008;
This loss to the hotel stock is in part due to poor business performance
and as a result small hotels in particular reverting back to residential use;
The hotel market in Dunoon is currently dominated by larger coaching
hotels. A total of 76% of the hotel bedroom stock of the Peninsula is in
Dunoon;
The quality of the hotel accommodation stock is poor ± below the
national average in terms of average Star grading ie overall average is
below 3 Star standard;
The prices charged for hotel accommodation by national standards are
low, but reflect the general quality of the hotel stock ± these low prices
increase the pressure on hotel viability;
Hotel operators are offering seasonal discounts and dinner, bed and
breakfast rates to help sell rooms. Longer stays also can attract
discounts;
Dunoon is the visitor hub of the wider Cowal area. The leisure market
dominates the hotel sector in the area and is relatively stable and mature
but does suffer from the vagaries of the weather. Levels of repeat
business are high;
1
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Corporate demand is in evidence, but rather weak. There is only a very
small business demand generating base in Dunoon. Visitors tend to
stay for only one to two nights midweek. There is also some longer term
contractor demand, but this is very price sensitive.
Most nondiscretionary business demand in the area is extremely price sensitive.
There is very little residential conference / meeting demand in the area
and what little there was has dwindled even further during recession.
The better quality hotels such as the Royal Marine do attract small
amounts of this demand, but they tend to be smaller rather than larger
meetings;
The wider conference market is seeing fewer, smaller events in an
increasingly competitive supply environment with even larger towns and
cities (such as Glasgow and Edinburgh) struggling to attract events to
their venues in the face of new competition from eg Liverpool and
Manchester;
Hotel bedroom occupancy levels range from 50% to the high of 80%.
The high occupancy levels are only achieved in the vertically integrated
coaching hotel sector.
Dunoon, regardless of demand is now ill-equipped to host conferences
of any scale, with a severe lack of suitable venues or quality
accommodation.
However conference organisers stated that the
perceived remoteness and lack of infrastructure and access issues
mean that it is unlikely to be a significant conference venue in the future;
Dunoon does well from large events such as the Cowal Highland
Gathering and Cowalfest when hotel accommodation in Dunoon is in
short supply. Events that have such an impact on the accommodation
stock are few and far between.

1.2

Future Accommodation Market Opportunities in Dunoon
The Loch Lomond and the Trossachs National Park Product Appraisal
Study and Strategy identified that the existing accommodation stock in
Dunoon must be upgraded and the quality improved in the future;
An opportunity was identified for a smaller, integrated niche resort-type
product in the wider Cowal Peninsula. A leisure-based accommodation
model of international standard and quality;
2
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Opportunities exist in Dunoon for smaller upper 3 Star / 4 Star good
quality boutique type hotels that can attract a range of leisure,
corporate and small overnight meetings markets (say 25-30 bedrooms)

1.3

Current Hotel Investment Climate
Research carried out by Jones Lang La Salle (JLLS) in late 2009 identified
that in many new developments across Central Scotland the cost of
development of large hotels at present LVDERYH WKH ³IXWXUH FRVW RI WKHLU HQG
YDOXH´, making them poor investments. The income stream that large
corporate hotels are producing is insufficient to support capital value.
-//6VWDWHWKDW³WKHGHYHORSPHQWPRGHOLVEURNHQIRUPRVWQHZKRWHOV´ZKHre
in the past an owner / developer would agree a management contract with a
branded operator and the development risk would remain with the investor.
The owner in this model relinquishes control over the operation (ie its trading
performance).
Funding institutions are now looking for considerable equity, guaranteed
profits for five years minimum so only hotels in prime locations where the
market is demonstrably under served will be considered at all for future
investment.
JLLS believe that there will be little new larger international hotel development
in the UK until at least 2012 and the level of development equity will have to
be significantly higher at 30% to 40% of the capital cost. This significant
slowdown in development activity has been noted recently by TRC in work in
both the Glasgow and Edinburgh accommodation sector.

1.4

Proposed New Waterfront Hotel Development in Dunoon
Given the current hotel market opportunity identified in Dunoon and the need
for quality accommodation there would be demand for a small niche hotel
product. If the correct product was introduced then this could help to begin
the repositioning of Dunoon as a recognised destination for quality
accommodation. A large (150 plus bedroom) international branded hotel as
proposed however is unlikely to be financially or operationally viable even if it
could attract a wide range of markets from leisure, business and conference
sectors.
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A hotel of this nature may be able to satisfy the demand from one-off events
such as Cowalfest and the Cowal Highland Gathering, etc but a year round
events programme would have to be built up to help sustain this property.
The non-discretionary corporate market in the Dunoon area is just too small to
support a hotel of this size. The meetings and conference market has fallen
back during recession and the emergence of Dunoon as a major regional
conference destination is unlikely, even if supporting infrastructure facilities
are in place.
The leisure market for hotels is driven by coach-borne demand ± these could
be attracted to a new property but their demand price point is too low to
sustain a hotel of the quality and nature proposed. High volume leisure tourist
demand in the area is driven through very successful self-catering products on
the Peninsula and would be more inclined to frequent an integrated niche
resort in the rural hinterland than a corporate brand town / waterfront hotel.
In addition, the current investment climate will make it extremely hard to get a
suitable developer and operator on board and institutional lending will be
unlikely. This £30 million to £50 million hotel development project is viewed
by the consultants as being extremely risky, not commercially viable, and not
commercially fundable in the short to medium term.

1.5

Transit Marina ± An Overview
Consideration is being given to developing a 30 berth transit marina at
Dunoon. A transit marina is for visiting craft and not local residents. TRC
have carried out significant research into marina and the sailing / leisure
boating sectors throughout Scotland and have the following comments:
7UDQVLW PDULQDV DUH FDWHJRULVHG LQ WZR ZD\V µVDLO WR¶ RU µVDLO WKRXJK¶
destinations;
The Clyde is host to an estimated 5,371 berths and moorings ± 3,333
are pontoons type berths and 2,038 are swinging moorings;
At present the transit facilities amount to 450 pontoons and 194
moorings giving a total of 633 µWUDQVLWfacilities¶ in the Clyde;
Most facilities have a mix of resident berths and visiting yacht transit
facilities, due to economics of the visiting boat market in Scotland;
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In the Clyde the resident berthings / moorings have an achieved
occupancy level of 94% and the annual average spend per boat by
resident ranges between £3,050 and £6,250 per annum, in the Clyde.
The resident expenditure range varies depending on the price paid for
berths / moorings;
In the Clyde area 49,289 visiting boat nights were recorded in 2009.
However only around 29,000 were recorded on formal visitor berths /
moorings, the remainder being on anchorages. This equates to an
average of 45 boat nights per formal visitor berth / mooring.
The highest number of visiting boat nights at any one venue in
Scotland is 6,200 boat nights at Tobermory with some 64 visiting berths
and moorings. This equates to 97 boat nights per formal berth /
mooring. A large number of these boat nights are at peak times when
RZQHUVDUHIRUFHGWRµUDIW¶WRJHWKHU LHPXOWLSOHXVHRIDVLQJOHPRRULQJ
by more than one boat);
The biggest visitor destination in the Clyde is Troon with 6,100 visiting
nights and then Tarbert with 3,600 visitor boat nights;
The charges for a visiting boat is usually from free of charge to about
£25 per night. The Clyde marinas on average charge around £15 per
night particularly those in the West Clyde area;
The immediate competition for visiting yachts is the Holy Loch Marina,
Inverkip and Port Bannatyne which together have 90 visiting / transit
boat berths and 920 resident berths. (This figure will increase in the
future as Port Bannatyne continues to develop);
Together these facilities in the Northern Clyde have a total of 2,600
visiting boat nights an average of only 29 nights per formal berth /
mooring;
Transit-only facilities tend to be smaller and more basic facilities mainly
located outside the Clyde in the West Highlands area.
unmanned and charge little or no berthing fees.

1.6

Many are

Transit Marina Conclusion
Based on the market data outlined above, a 30 berth transit marina at Dunoon
appears too large for the current / future visiting boat market. The consultants
are of the opinion that Dunoon could be expected to attract between 1,000 and
1,500 boat nights per annum.
5
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The Holy Loch Marina only charges £2.00 per metre. The average boat size,
being 10 metres, results in the average boat paying £20 per night (inc VAT).
Holy Loch is a sailing destination as it has created a restaurant / bars, etc. If
Dunoon charges £20 per night the revenue collected would be £20,000 to
£30,000 per annum (inc VAT). This level of turnover would not really support
the management, operation, maintenance, etc. In order for a marina to be
viable an operator would really need to develop a small number of resident
berths.
Even as a larger resident marina financial viability would still be questionable
given the high capital cost. This facility as planned is not considered to be
commercial. A substantial part of the development cost would have to be grant
funded. However there is no doubt that a smaller boat station would help to
reposition the Town and if it could be developed in a more cost effective way it
could help animate the waterfront, part of a wider mix of visitor facilities.
Consideration should be given to incorporating this by perhaps adapting the
existing pier, if it can be achieved cost effectively.
The capital cost of the proposed transit marina is between £7 million and £7.5
million due to the need for a breakwater and other marina infrastructure. For a
30 berth transit marina this is extremely expensive. The return on investment
to the public sector if the facility were to be publically funded would be low in
economic regeneration terms and the cost high. The consultants view this plan
as poor value for money.
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